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'In Reply Refer To:
License: 35-11114-01
Docket:- 30-05933

Capital X-Ray Services, Inc.
ATTN: George Johnson

Radiation Safety Officer
2133 South 49th West Avenue
Tul sa,' Oklahoma 74107

Gentlemen:

Thank you for your letter of September 13, 1989,. in response to the safety
inspection conducted on August 30, 1989, and to.the inspector's findings.which
were discussed with you at the conclusion of the inspection.

We appreciate your candid correspondence and are pleased to note.that you have
performed additional radiographer audits relative to the findings of this !

inspection and have initiated promr. 'arrective actions. We will review the I

implementation of your correctivt ...s during a future inspection to~

determine that full compliance has Deen achieved'and will be maintained.

Sincerely,
Onginal Stnod By:

A.B. BEACH
A. Bill Beach, Director
Division of Radiation. Safety

and Safeguards

cc:
Oklahoma Radiation Control Program Director
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O E( Capital X-Ray {

h - ] Services, Inc. '

NRC License No. 35-11114-01
September 13, 1989 '

, <

frf h '

Linda L. Kasners Nealth Physicist
\ _

.C ~ ~~
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission - Region IV \ i

999'
,'

Nuclear Naterial Inspection Section
Bil Ryan Plaza Drive - Suite 2000

,

Arlington Texas 76011 V -

,
~

;e

Ns. Kasn et t |

This letter and the attached documents are respective to your observations i
during the 8-31-89 inspection of Capital X-Ra y Services Inc*s By-Product .a

Material License Program Records and the surveillance inspections at two (2) '

temporary job site locations.

Friday afternoone 9/1/89 I visited two (2) temporary job site locations
where two (2) Radiographers other than the two (2) you observed, were working.
I primarily observed the performance of the Physical Radiation Surveys of the
Exposure Devices and the source Guide Tubes following each exposure.

Both Radiographers were surveying both the exposure device and the sourt~e L

guide tube. In my opinion howevero the surveys of the guide tube were somenho (inadequa te. Both Radiographers did survey the threaded guide ' tube connection '

at the exposure device, but their surveys of the full -length of the gnide : tube
were somewhat perfunctory.

Capital X-Ray Services Inc. primarily employs Canadian Admiral RD S016Ca

Survey Instruments which exhibit very ' rapid or. " fast" response times respective ' ':

to the response times of instruments such as Victoteen or Smith _ manufacturer.
The Radiographers were primarily depending upon their survey instrument in-hand
approach to the exposure device / guide tube location and their curvey of the
exposure device at the guide tube connection to determine if .the sealed source .
was in the fully shielded position.

During Training Programs, I do demonstrate the surveying of the full ' length '
of the guide tube and particularly the guide tube / exposure device connection
due to the " hang-up" potential at the connection. I ' have allowea the survey _\

[' of the guide tube at this location to be a sufficient guide tube survey. ;

;

. For corrective actions I developed and posted for review, the 9-5-89o

Notice to Radiographers (as addended to this letter). Each Radiographer has
,'also attended demonstrations performed by myself as to the proper methods of

surveying the exposure device and the guide tube following each exposure.
|

'l

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101 * P.O. Box 3264 * Telephone 918 583-5797
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During job ~ site surveillance audits of Radiographers o Io Wa yne Con wa y.
and/or W. F. Conway will stringently observe Radiographers performance of these

,

surveys.

If you have any gcestions concerning this letter or the addended documents,
please contact. ?'

I,

sincerely /
'

1

A >

/,' ' - /. - / ,'
,

/

//

Geor . Johnson
Radiation Safety Officer

GWJ ant .

'
Attachments

,

P.S. In toda y's mallo I received your signed NRC Form 591~ Safety inspection
Form whereby the notice of violation concerning physical radiation surveys's

of the source guide tube was registered.
r

The inspection form was posted for review this date. .
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O M( Capital A-kay
i e t

Q Services, Inc. :
September So 1989

|

NOTICE TO RADIOGRAPHERI 9/5/89 ,

,

Read ^ this notice thoroughly and when completedo affix pour dated signature
at the proper location on the signature sheet. If you have any personal comments
concerning the text of this noticer please discuss with the RSO.

This is to notify you that an inspection of this Firm's Radiation Safety
. Programs and Practices uns conducted by the USNRC August 31r''1989.' i

,

Linda L. Kasneto the USNRC Inspectoro audited Capital X-Ra y Services,
Inc's By-Product Material License Program - Records and performed on-site
surveillance inspections at two (2) temporary job site locations.

certain physical radiation surveys iAt one of the two job site locations o

were not performed in strict accordance with (a) 10 CFR Part 341 ; Para . 34.43 ~:
(b) Capital X-Ra y Services * OGE Procedurest Section 2.7 (a10) and (c) your
previous Radiation Safety Training.

;

The Radiographer of Record did not perform adequate radiation surveys
'

of the exposure device source guide tube following each exposure.

The performed radiation surveys of the circumference of. the floor level ,

positioned exposure device, following each exposure, were adequate. The ' flexible
7* 0"o mini-collimator equipped guide tube which was positioned from floor
level to waist height and " draped" across the piping being radiographed, mes
not adequately surveyed.

.

When questioned about the adequacy . of this required radiation survey,
the Radiographer's basic comments were, "My radiation surveys at the front

,

of the exposure device (guide tube connection location) would tell ne if the
sealed source is fully shielded. If the source is out in the guide tube, the

1

1 survey instrument would register a high reading as I approach the exposure
device following each exposure."

Assumptions of this type instead of adequate radiation suzseys of the
guide tube following each exposure can lead to radiation over exposures!

,

Seldom are source guide tubes positioned where the Radiographer and the
radiation survey instrument Jonization chamber can "see" the full' length of
the guide tube. Guide tubes are frequently positionedt

|' 2. Internally within a pressure vessel or pipet full guide tube length or
V partial guide tube length obscured from view. ;

2. Beyond a shielding structure such as a piping heatert full guide tube.
length or partial guide tube length obscured from view. i

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101 * P.O. Box 3264 * Telephone 918 583-5797
i
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.I ** *Firat esposure, connector non-connccts"r "connsctor diaconnScts*r
* conn:ctor breaka ga"r "courc2 cassably h:n g-up" " drive c:bic breaksys"r or

|
" source capsule weld ruptures" can and have occurred. This results in the |
source capsule assembly or individual source waters being randomly positioned

|,

'

within the guide tube, following retraction of the drive cable. This random i

positioning of the sealed source or waters may occur at the source guide tube |

stop end, within an attached collimator or anywhere within the length of the
guide tube. " Hang-ups" normally occur at the source guide tube / exposure device
connector where the slight misalignment of the exit fitting and S tube are
mated. ,

.

Quickly measured radiation levels okt.ained adjacent to esposvre devices
can definitely be erroneous if a sealed source assenkly or a low curas strength
source mater (s) remains positioned in the guide tube or partially retracted
into the esposure device following a mechanically normal retraction of ther ,

drive cable.

Nechanical failures of esposure device components or sealed source asseeably
components have been cited by the USNRC as occuring in approsinntely 405 of
all Radiography radiation over-esposure incidents.

Adequate physioni radiation surveys of the source guide tube (and the
full circumference of the esposure device) must and shall be performed following
each esposure to determine if the sealed source has been retracted to the fully

,

shielded position within the esposure devices
1

1. Source guide tube positioned "in the open"t Physically survey the entire
circumference of the exposure- device and the full length of the guide
tube, beginning the survey of the guide tube at the esposure device
connector end.

2. Source guide tube positioned internally within a pressure vessel or pipes
Phys *cally survey the entire circumference of the exposure device and

a. the full length of the guide tube, beginning the survey at the esposure
device connector end when the survey instrument can be physically-

positioned in close proximity to the entire length of the guide tube.

b. as much of the full length of the guide tube as physically possible,
1 beginning the survey of the guide tube at the esposure device connector

and and progressing tountds the stop and - when the survey instrument
cannot be physcally poritioned in close proximity to the entire length

| of the guide tube.

3. Source guide tube positioned beyond a shielding structures Physically
survey the entire circumference of the exposure device and the full length
of the guide tube, beginning the survey of the guide tube at the esposure
device connector end. .

Demonstrations of the proper procedures for the Physical Radiatioti Surveys
of the source guide tube (and the exposure device) following each exposure
will be conducted by the RSO

1. 8:00 A.M. - 4 00 P.M. work shift and 4:00 P.M. - 12:00 Midnight work shift s
September 7,1989 - 4:00 P.M. !

2. 11:30 P.M. - 7:30 A.M. work shift: September 8,1989 - 7:30 A.M. i

!
.g.

. . - . . . . - - - . - - --- . - . _ .
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Following the drmonstra tions of the Physical Radiction Surveyso affix ,

your d2tsd signature at tne propst location on the algnature pays. If you '

i .,

have personal commsnts concerning the d:monstrations or your ability as a ,

Radiographer to perform the proper Radiation surveys please notify the RSO.'

e

| in addition to the preceding texto the following information is submitted
'

to you concerning additional Radiation Safety practices which I as RSO observed $'

during the on-site surveillance inspections at the two temporary job site :

locations of August 31, 1989 and two additional on-site curveillance inspections
which I conducted September lo 1989.

1. Restricted area barricading (Yellow and Naganta RibbonJLag) and Caution
Radiation Area placards were being ennployed. Due to the large physical
siaos and atructures cluttering oi the Restticted Areas at some job site

Radiation Aron placardslocations, an insufficient number of caution -

in my opinion, amployed.werer

As you are amare, a large stock of Caution plaontds are available for
your use. It is your responsibility as a Radiographer to personally assure r

prior to esiting this facility daily for a job site Joontion(s) that your
transportation vehicle is stocked with sufficient Caut. ion placards. As

various Radiographers aanplog various transportation vehiclesyou are amarer
and you can not assume that the number of Caution placards ubich were
stored in the vehicle during your previous use, remain.

2. Caution - Righ Radiation Area plaontds were being employed. CM some job
sites however, the placards were only posted in very close prozialty to
the Sealed Source Esposure Device / Radiographic loontion. Additional Caution
Righ Radiation Area placards shall be posted ammy from the Sealed Bource
Esposure Device / Radiographic location to assure that any Individual possibly
approaching the Righ Radiation Area from a structures cluttered location e

is visually notified of the Eigh Radiation Area.. |

3. Constant visual surveillance of the entrances to migh Radiation Areas
mas being performed. Continue to assure that your physioni position
(shielded if at all possible) during each esposure, even very short
esposures of less than one minute duration is such that you can observeo

the entrances to the migh Radiation Area.
|

4. Restvicted Area betricadiny ribboning wea beiny amployed.

S. Radiation Survey Instruments were being employed for surveying and
monitoring purposes.

| 6. Physical Radiation Surveys of the entire circumference of the Esposure
' Device following each esposure were performede however acme surveys of |

the source guide tube, as discussed in the previous testo were inadequate. ,

|
7. Securing of the Sealed source Assembly with the cable lock following each

esposure was prt:perly performed.

8. Dosimeters were being * read * frequently.
|
|

9. .'ob Site Radiation Survey Reports were being documented properly. j
|

10. Esposure Device coarponents were being disassembled prior to moving from
| one radiographic location to another.
|

~3~
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t

A2 you are awars from your Radiation Safety training, ASSMPTI WS can,
' * *1ead to ths inndsguste parformance of Radiction Safety prscticss cad tharsfore*

'

to excasalve radiation dossagaa or oyst-exposures to yourself as a R20iographer
or to members of the general public. Do not ASSUME anything! Perform your ,

Radiation Safety practices continuously and adequately. |,

1

!

1

./

f_f A,4 RSO,

'| '/
' 1

Posted for review f"$'f
J

. ..____ .......... .....__.._______________ ____...__.... _____........ _______

NOTICE ED RADIOGRAPR|UESS 9/5/89 - SIMAt9RES SECTIM .

!
.

I. I have thoroughly read and understand the 9/5/89 Notice to Radiographers
concerning the 8/31 /89 USNRC Inspection and the Inspector's observa tion.
at a . job siter of inadequate Physical Radiation Surveys of the Exposure
Device Source Guide Tube following each exposure. I also understand' the ,

complete text of - the notice which primarily details the proper methods'
for performing adequate surveys of the Bource Guide habe (and Exposure :
Device) following each exposure. Affix dated signaturcito Column I.

II. I have attended and understand the ' demonstrations by; the Radiation Safety I

Officer detailing the proper methods 'for conducting adequate Physical :
Radiation Surveys of the entire circumference of the Exposure Device and u

Bource Guide Tube following each exposure. Affix signature to Column 'II.
|

RADIOGRAPRERRG

II - 9/5/89 Notice II - Radiation Surveys Demo
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RADIOGRAPBirRS, , . , , ,

I - 9/5/89 Notice II ~ Radiation Surveys Demo
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9t C Form 901 U.S. NUCLE Aa wS.ULATuRY COMMIS8 ton
*. nreu

| '0 C' n s.ao' SAFETY INSPECTION
,

t. LICE NSE E 2. RE GloN AL OF F ICE
|

*

Capital X-Ray Setvices Inc. United States Nuclear Regulatory Commissions

2133 South 49th West Avenue Region IV
Tulsas Oklahoma 74107 611 Ryan Plaza Drives Suite 1000

i Arlington Texas 76011s

1 3 oocxit u v ueinisi e.i.tCeust uvusemini s. oAve oF inseeCnou

30-05933 35-11114-01 August 30e1989

Lic$nsee:

The inspection was en enominetion of the eetivities conducted under your license es they relate to redist6on safety and to comphence with the Nuclear

Regulatory Commis',ioni (NRC) rules and regulations and the conditions of your licones. The inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures

and representetive records, interviews, with personnet, and observations by the inspector. The findings e; a result of this inspection are as f ollows:

1. Within the scope of this inspection, no violetions were observed.

] 2, The inspector also verified the steps you have taken to correct the violetions identified dunne the lost inspection. We have no further questions on
those actions et this time.

] 3. Durin0 this inspection certeln of your activit6es, es checked below, were in viole*lon of NRC requirements.

THIS IS A NOTICE OF VIOLATION which is required to be posted in accordence with,10 CF R ili.11.

A. was not properly posted to indicate the presence

of e .10 CFR 20.203(b),(c),(d), (e) or 34 42.

*

B. Containers located in were not p operly

labeled to indicate the presence of radioestive meterial 10 CFR 20.203(f)(1), or (f)(2).

C. of sealed sources were not performed at the proper
f requencies.10 CF R License condition Number .

D. Records of were not property maintained
10 CF R or Licease Condition Number

.

E. Documents were not property posted or otherwise made ovelleele.10 CFR 19.11.

F. Reports or notifications of were not made in accordence
with 10 CFR or License Condition Number

x H. @ "tr^ry tO M E" 3' '3 % , 67hg 7;d'Og7;fy" Op;7;t';;; Ob;; M 0; figgget *,Od %1

C surveys perfomed following radiographic exposures did not include the source auide
tube as required.
i.

-

|

J.

i

On
L - / \

~

l hereby state the Ithi 30 days the actions described by me to the inspector will be tesen to correct the vlotations identified in the items checked above.
This statement o car tive actions le mede in accorde a with the requirements of 10 CF R 2.201. No further response will be submitted unless' required by
the N R C. / )

|s s
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